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Price: /ZW$7388.22

No Customer Ratings Yet

 Description

Come on! Run a love-shaped track for him or her With the GPS sports watch, even if
the phone isn't around, you can do many things during exercise. For example, you can
run a love-shaped track, see whether your cycling pace can catch up with an F1 race
car, or give it your all as you race to victory on a 10K run!

 Specifications

Did you know that the average life expectancy nowadays has improved thanks to
advancements in health care services. However lifestyles nowadays are much less
active thanks to how automated a lot of tasks are in our lives. Most have taken to a
routine of jogging early in the morning or late in the evening to stay fit and
healthy. Even our phones now come with health apps that can give you information on
your activities. In fact you can even set up routines and goals and all sorts of
nifty graphs to motivate you to do more. But most of these phones are not purpose
built fitness trackers. They need a bit of some help from some smart accessories
like this Amazfit Bip fitness band. It looks like a smartwatch and is quite a good
looking device. It connects to your phone via bluetooth and has a built in heart
rate monitor as well as GPS giving you an even more accurate reading of your health
and fitness routine. And if you are just relaxing or in the office it operates as a
smart watch. You can see who is calling, who is sending you a message, calendar
events and more. It can go over a month with just one charge! It's the perfect
companion for a more effective health and fitness routine.

Weight

18-gram body, 32 grams with watch band

Screen type

Reflective color display screen

Screen material

2.5D Corning gorilla 3rd glass + AF coating

Screen size

1.28 inch

Waterproof and dustproof

IP68

Watch band length
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11+8.5cm

Watch band width

20mm

Sensor

PPG heart rate sensor Triaxial acceleration sensor Geomagnetic sensor Air
pressure sensor

Battery

190mAh Li-Polymer Battery

Charge time

2.5 hours

GPS

GPS+GLONASS dual mode positioning

Connection

Bluetooth 4.0 BLE

Battery life

Battery life: 45 days (factory default dial, running once a week for half an
hour; 100 notifications per day; screen brightness 10%) Standby: 4 months
(factory default dial, time display, exercise monitoring, sleep monitoring)
GPS continuous track record: 22 hours

Watch body material

Polycarbonate

Accessories

Special charger doc

Compatibility

Android 4.4 and iOS8 and above.

App

Mi Fit

Language

Simplified Chinese / Traditional Chinese / English / Spanish
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